
 

COVID-19: Out of Court Adjournment of Matters where an 
Enhanced Designation of Counsel has been Filed - Pilot Project in 
Ottawa (Issued January 28, 2021) 

The following Practice Direction is issued under Rules 4.5 and 5 of the Criminal Rules of the Ontario Court of 

Justice. 

Preamble 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, and in order to limit the number of people who are required to attend 

court, the Court issued a Practice Direction Authorizing Alternate Form of Appearance where an Enhanced 

Designation of Counsel has been Filed on August 6, 2020. The Enhanced Designation benefits the Court 

and all parties by reducing the need for multiple case management appearances which result in lengthy 

dockets in case management (set date) courts. 

To further streamline appearances and reduce the burden on case management courts, the Court has 

established a pilot project in Ottawa. In the pilot, accused persons whose counsel have filed an Enhanced 

Designation of Counsel may have their matters adjourned to the next court date without the matter being 

addressed in court. 

Interpretation and Application 

1. This Practice Direction applies to proceedings in Ottawa as of Monday February 1, 2021.

2. In this Practice Direction, "scheduled court date" means the court date that a matter is scheduled to next

be addressed in criminal case management court when an Enhanced Designation is filed.

3. The provisions of the Practice Direction Authorizing Alternate Form of Appearance where an Enhanced

Designation of Counsel has been Filed on August 6, 2020 (the "General Enhanced Designation Practice

Direction") continue to apply, except to the extent that they are inconsistent with the provisions set out in 

this Practice Direction.

4. More particularly, all provisions of the General Enhanced Practice Direction apply, except that some of

the procedures set out in section 4, "Adjournment of Approximately 12 Weeks Without the Accused

Person Personally Attending" have been modified to allow the accused person's matter to be adjourned

outside of court, rather than having the matter addressed in court in the accused person's absence.

Filing the Enhanced Designation of Counsel at least 5 business days before 
the accused's scheduled court date 

This Notice has been superseded or replaced by subsequent directives published on
Ontario Court of Justice website.

This is an archived version provided for reference only.












